A topological group G is B-amenable if and only if every continuous affine action of G on a bounded convex subset of a locally convex space has an approximate fixed point. Similar results hold more generally for slightly uniformly continuous semigroup actions.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, linear spaces are over the scalar field, either the reals or the complex numbers. Functions are mappings to the scalar field. Most of the following notation and terminology is taken from [8] . Several prerequisites are proved in [8] for real-valued functions; the complex case follows simply by considering the real and imaginary part of the function.
Topological, uniform and locally convex spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. When S is a uniform space, U b (S) denotes the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions on S with the sup norm. When G is a topological group, rG is the right uniform space of G; that is, the set G with the right uniform structure of G. For any completely regular topological space T , FT denotes the set T with the fine uniform structure [8, 1.25] . Thus U b (FT ) = C b (T ), the space of bounded continuous functions on T . When S is a set with the discrete uniformity, U b (S) is simply ℓ ∞ (S).
When X is a locally convex space, X * denotes its topological dual. In particular, when S is a uniform space, U b (S)
* is the dual of the Banach space U b (S). Let S be a semigroup, s∈S, and let f be a function on S. Define the functions s f and f s (the left and right translate of f ) by s f (t) := f (st) and f s (t) := f (ts) for t∈S.
I need a short name for a semigroup S with a uniform stucture on S such that s f ∈U b (S) and f s ∈U b (S) for all s∈S, f ∈U b (S). Such a structure will be called an FIU semigroup, or an FIU group when S is actually a group. (FIU stands for Functionally Invariant Uniform structure.)
Examples.
(a) Let G be a topological group. Then G with any one of the left, right, upper and lower uniformities [10] is an FIU group. (b) Let S be a semitopological semigroup; that is, a Hausdorff topological space with a separately continuous semigroup operation. Then S with its fine uniformity is an FIU semigroup. In particular, any topological group with its fine uniformity is an FIU group. (c) Every semiuniform semigroup [8, 3. 14] is an FUI semigroup. That includes, for example, the completion of any topological group with its right uniformity, and the unit ball of any Banach algebra with the multiplication operation and the metrizable uniform structure defined by the norm. (d) Let S be a semigroup, and let A be a linear subspace of ℓ ∞ (S) that separates the points of S and is invariant under left and right translations by elements of S. Equip S with the uniformity induced by A; that is, the coarsest uniformity for which A ⊆ U b (S). Then S is a precompact FIU semigroup.
When S is an FIU semigroup and C is a subset of a locally convex space X, S C means that S acts on C by a mapping (s, x) → s · x from S × C to C. The action S C is said to be affine iff the mapping x → s · x is affine for every s∈S. The action is jointly or separately continuous iff the mapping (s, x) → s · x is such. The action is slightly continuous [5] iff there is at least one x∈C such that the mapping s → s · x is continuous from S to X. More generally, the action is slightly uniformly continuous iff there is at least one x∈C such that the mapping s → s · x is uniformly continuous from S to X. Obviously every separately continuous action is slightly continuous. An approximate fixed point for the action S C is a net {x γ } γ in C such that lim γ x γ − s · x γ = 0 in the topology of X for every s∈S.
For s∈S, the point mass
* consisting of finite linear combinations of point masses (called molecular measures) is denoted by Mol(S). The weak * topology on Mol(S) is the restriction of the weak * topology (the
* is a mean iff m ≥ 0 and m(1) = 1. Denote by M +1 (S) the set of means in U b (S)
* . In the weak * is the topology of uniform convergence on UEB(S) subsets of U b (S). In the particular case S = FT , where T is a completely regular space, the UEB(FT ) topology on C b (T )
* is also called the EB(T ) topology; it is the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous uniformly bounded subsets of C b (T ).
Lemma 2.1. Let S be an FIU semigroup.
(a) When Mol(S) is equipped with the UEB(S) topology, the dual of
* with the weak * topology. Then the mapping m → s ⋆ m is continuous from
Equip Mol(S) with the weak * topology. Then the mapping s → s ⋆ m is uniformly continuous from S to Mol(S). (e) Let X be a locally convex space. Let Φ : S → X be a uniformly continuous mapping whose range Φ(S) is bounded in X. Denote by Φ : Mol(S) → X the unique linear mapping such that Φ • ∂ = Φ. Then Φ is continuous from Mol(S) with the weak * topology to X with its weak topology.
Proof. (a) (See Lemma 6.5 in [8] 
defines a uniformly continuous pseudometric ∆ on S, and F is a subset of
Thus the UEB(S) topology is the topology of uniform convergence on the sets BLip b (∆) for uniformly continuous pseudometrics ∆. Each such set is compact in the Mol(S)-weak topology on U b (S). Apply the Mackey-Arens theorem [11, IV.3.2] .
(b) is a simple application of the Hahn-Banach theorem: The set Mol
Since f si ∈U b (S) for i = 0, 1, . . . , j, it follows that the function s → s⋆m(f ) is uniformly continuous.
(e) Take any ξ∈X * . Then ξ • Φ is uniformly continuous, and it is bounded because Φ(S) is bounded in X. Thus ξ • Φ∈U b (S). From the linearity of Φ we get ξ( Φ(m)) = m(ξ • Φ) for all m∈Mol(S).
Approximate fixed point property
Let C be a convex subset of a locally convex space X. Following Barroso et al [1] , say that a topological group G has the approximate fixed point (AFP) property on C iff every jointly continuous affine action of G on C has an approximate fixed point.
When C is compact, the AFP property is equivalent to the existence of fixed points. Indeed, if {x γ } γ is an approximate fixed point for G C and if the mapping x → g · x is continuous on C for every g∈G then every cluster point of the net {x γ } γ in C is a fixed point.
The following theorem, an abstract version of the "celebrated method of Day" [3] [6, §2.4], states that an affine action has an approximate fixed point if it has a weak approximate fixed point.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a semigroup, and let S C be an affine action of S on a convex subset of a locally convex space X. Assume there is a net {x γ } γ in C such that lim γ x γ − s · x γ = 0 in the weak topology of X for every s∈S. Then the action has an approximate fixed point.
Proof. Let Y := X S be the space of all families {x s } s∈S of x s ∈X; that is, the product of copies of X, one for each s∈S. Consider two locally convex topologies on Y : t is the product topology, and t w is the product of the weak topologies on the copies of X. The weak topology on the product of locally convex spaces is the product of weak topologies [11, IV.4.3] . Hence t and t w on Y have the same dual and therefore the same closed convex sets [11, II.9.2] . Define the convex set D ⊆ Y by D := {{x − s · x} s∈S | x ∈ C}. By the assumption, 0∈Y is in the t w closure of D which is also the t closure of D, so that the conclusion holds. To prove (ii)⇒(i), let {m γ } γ be a net in Mol +1 (S) such that lim γ m γ − s ⋆ m γ = 0 in the weak * topology for every s∈S. The set M +1 (S) is weak * compact, hence the net {m γ } γ has a cluster point m ∈ M +1 (S). Then s ⋆ m = m for s∈S by 2.1(c). Obviously (iii)⇒(ii). The implication (ii)⇒(iii) follows from 2.1(a) and Theorem 3. To prove (ii)⇒(iv), let S C be a slightly uniformly continuous affine action on a bounded convex subset C of a locally convex space X. There is x∈C for which the mapping s → Φ(s) := s·x is uniformly continuous from S to X. Let Φ : Mol(S) → X be the mapping from 2.1(e). We have s · Φ(t) = Φ(st) for s, t∈S, hence s · Φ(m) = Φ(s ⋆ m) for s∈S and m∈Mol +1 (S). Let m γ be as in
, and by 2.1(e) we get lim γ x γ −s·x γ = 0 in the weak topology of X for every s∈S. Hence (iv) follows by Theorem 3.1.
Amenable groups
When G is a topological group, rG is an FIU group. The group G is said to be amenable [7] iff there is a left-invariant mean on U b (rG). The following instance of Theorem 3.2 is due to Schneider and Thom (Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.8 in [12] ). 
B-amenable groups
When G is a topological group, FG is an FIU group. The group G is said to be B-amenable [7] iff there is a left-invariant mean on C b (G) = U b (FG). To prove (vi)⇒(ii), it is enough to show that the action ⋆ of G on Mol +1 (G) is jointly continuous when Mol +1 (G) is equipped with the C b (G)-weak topology. By [8, 5.16 ], the C b (G)-weak topology and the U b (rG)-weak topology coincide on Mol +1 (G). It follows that the action is jointly continuous by [8, 9.36-3] .
In the terminology of [1] , (vi) states that G has the AFP property on every bounded convex subset of a locally convex space.
Concluding remarks
The equivalence (iv)⇔(v)⇔(vi) in Theorem 5.1 stands in contrast to fixed-point properties for affine actions on compact convex sets [4] [5] [7] : The infinite symmetric group has the fixed-point property for separately continuous actions but not for slightly continuous ones. I do not know if there is a topological group that has the fixed-point property for affine jointly continuous actions but not for separately continuous ones.
Barroso et al [1, 3.4] prove that every amenable locally compact group has the AFP property on every complete convex bounded subset of a locally convex space, and ask if the same holds without the complete restriction. The answer is yes by Theorem 5.1, because every amenable locally compact group is B-amenable [7, 3.10] .
